DK Eyewitness Books: Crime And Detection
Throughout history, there have been criminals notorious for their crimes and judges famous for upholding the law. This fantastic collection of specially commissioned photographs shows how these crimes were committed, detected and judged. Since Cain murdered Abel societies have developed laws that dictate the ways people should behave. However, every land has its lawbreakers from the assassins of Ancient Rome to the Internet pirates of today. Although crime has continued, the means of detecting crimes have become more efficient since the development of forensic science. See how traces of blood, dirt, or skin, and strands of hair or fibers have led to the identification of a criminal.
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**Customer Reviews**

...a mini museum between the covers of a book. [Eyewitness series] -- The New York Times

These books' striking visual impact will draw in even the most casual readers. [Eyewitness series] -- School Library Journal --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

The world of cops and robbers comes alive in this fascinating look at crime through the ages. Ê Ê Ê Ê It explores such infamous crimes as the theft of the Mona Lisa and the Brinks
robbery, notorious criminals like Bluebeard, Butch Cassidy, and Bonnie and Clyde, and the secret workings of law enforcement agencies such as the FBI, CIA, KGB, and Scotland Yard. Replete with all manner of theft, fraud, murder, kidnapping, and organized crime, this is one book no crime buff will want to miss. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

dthis must be the year of espionage for me, i am buying all kinds of spy novels and books on real spies, and this is just more to it, i also got the DK book of Spies, so now i can see the cops side too.

kids really love these books! all the eyewitness books have interesting and informative information that keep kids reading for hours! i would buy eyewitness books anytime!

Really have enjoyed Crime Detection! Historical reflection by a Progressive Era criminologist. Detailed accounting of early 1900s detective application offering foundation for modern day study.

My grandson was the recipient of this book and he said he liked it. It was shipped in good time.

This is a good book for my 8 and 11 yr old boys. It has a lot of Good history and pictures.

Great subject books for education and simple good facts for growing minds and those older ones too. Hope they keep coming up with new ones.
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